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RAU
2

Woolwich
to

Brixton

Start Woolwich, Foot Tunnel portal — SE18  6DL

Finish Brixton Underground station — SW9  8HE

Distance 20.52km

Duration 4 hours 35 minutes

Ascent 286m

Access Good public transport access throughout.

Facilities All facilities available throughout this section.
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2.1 Woolwich, southern Foot Tunnel portal 0m

2.2 L/L/R round ferry bldg; cross rd; riverside for 60m; L; R on Church St to 
clockhouse.

840m

2.3 R to river; L; L at King Henry’s Wharf; R/L/R to rbt; ahead on Woolwich Rd; 
cross at Windrush sch; L into Maryon Park.

1360m

2.4 Cross rly; go L of tennis cts; R at toilets; up steps; diag path across Thorntree 
Rd past animal pk; on to Thorntree Rd; L (Charlton Lane); ahead into Charlton 
Park; R to Charlton House.

1940m

2.5 W on Charlton Rd to A102 crossing. 850m

2.6 Continue on Charlton Rd and Stratheden Rd; cross Shooters Hill Rd; beyond 
pond, path ahead on R to pass behind church.

1640m

2.7 R on path, then L to Hare and Billet; R, then L (Mount’s Pond Rd); descend 
Lewisham Hill; under rly and R to stn.

1750m

2.8 L; R under rly, cross rd; pass leisure centre; R; L under rly; up Ellerdale Rd; 
L (Vicar’s Hill); R into Hilly Fields; L past stone circle.

1210m

2.9 Ahead to tennis cts; L, diag R to Adelaide Ave; R, then L to Crofton Park stn. 1190m

2.10 S; R on Eddystone Rd; over rly; L through crem and cemy; R at chapel; L at 
gate; L on path to One Tree Hill; ahead to rd.

1760m

2.11 R; L (Honor Oak Rd); R (Horniman Dr); into gdns; R; L at toilets to museum. 1400m

2.12 By Triangle Gdns and Lapse Wood Walk; over ex-rly; R to Lordship Lane. 1180m

2.13 L on S Circ Rd; R through Dulwich Park; over Gallery Rd; R to jct. 1560m

2.14 L (Burbage Rd); L (Turney Rd); R (Croxted Rd); L (Hawarden Grove); R 
(Rosendale Rd); cross into park; bear R to gates.

1900m

2.15 Stay in park; pass lido; L on Brixton Water Rd; R (Eff ra Rd) to stn. 1840m
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This section of the route 
represents the second 

half of the longest connection 
between Tube termini, that 
between Upminster (District 
Line) and Brixton (Victoria Line). 
It takes the walker through 
parkland between Woolwich and 
Charlton, then via Blackheath to 
Lewisham, over Hilly Fields and 
One Tree Hill to the Horniman 
Museum, through Dulwich Park 
and Brockwell Park to Brixton.

The section may be broken up in many places, where there are bus 
stops or stations nearby.

The main urban sections are between Charlton and Blackheath, 
through Lewisham, and between Dulwich and Herne Hill.

Compared to the previous section, this route is far from fl at, peaking 
at Charlton, Hilly Fields and the Horniman Museum.

The most direct route to the tunnel portal from Woolwich Arsenal 
station crosses the north side of General Gordon Square, turns right 
and then left into Powis Street, tuns right down Hare Street to cross 
Beresford Road, then works anticlockwise round the Waterfront 
leisure centre. From Woolwich station on the Elizabeth Line, walk 
westwards on Beresford Road to the Hare Street junction.

However, there is an interesting alternative. From Woolwich 
Arsenal station, turn right and follow the road downhill, crossing 
the street and bearing left through the open market area to the 
former gatehouse of the Royal Arsenal, then across Beresford Street 
(Woolwich station on the Elizabeth Line is nearby, just to the east). 
Bear slightly left, with the Guardhouse inn on your left, pass the 
statue of the Moon God, and align yourself along No 1 Street, a broad 
walkway which leads all the way 
to the river. Here, you may see 
Assembly by Peter Burke, sixteen 
cast iron human forms  Turn left 
along the riverside path, with a 
good view of the Woolwich Free 
Ferry crossing, until you reach the 
pepperpot portal of the Woolwich 
Foot Tunnel.

The Royal Arsenal was established 
at Woolwich during the 1540s, 
and closed as an active military 
unit in 1967. The Ministry of 
Defence released the site in 1994. 
The football team, originally a 

2.1

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse, 
Woolwich

Woolwich Free Ferry docks 
at its southern terminal
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munition workers’ side, dropped 
the “Woolwich” from its name 
in 1914 after moving to North 
London.

Today, the site is mainly 
residential, but contains cultural 
reminders of its previous use. The 
Woolwich station of the Elizabeth 
Line is situated on Beresford 
Road within the perimeter of the 
Arsenal development, just to the 
east of the Gatehouse.

The Woolwich ferry has operated 
since the fourteenth century, and 
it became a free ferry in 1889 
when the Coal Tax revenue made 

it possible to abolish the tolls on bridges within London. It is likely 
that the ferry service will be discontinued if the Silvertown road 
tunnel is built. The ferry takes pedestrians as well as vehicular 
traffi  c.

The Woolwich Foot Tunnel was built in 1912 to provide an option 
for pedestrians (and cyclists) to cross the river to and from work 
when the ferry was not running for reasons of tide, fog or anything 
else. Today, motion sensors monitor tunnel traffi  c for cyclists’ 
excessive speeds and inconsiderate behaviour. The tunnel is 505m 
long, and there are staircases and lifts at each end. The lifts are to 
be recommended for ascent, since the stairs are many, spiral and 
steep, and they lack fi rst-aid stations at intervals during the ascent.

From the portal, walk westwards for about 50m, then curl 
round to the left, with the leisure centre on the left and 

the ferry buildings on your right. Turn right 
at the fi rst opportunity and make your way 
to the ferry access route (which is the eastern 
extremity of the South Circular Road).

Cross the road, and take the Thames Path along 
the riverside for a full 60m, turn left along the 
western edge of the ferry’s vehicle holding area 
and ascend to Woolwich Road. Turn right and 
follow Woolwich Road for 500m to Leda Road.

This was the site of the Woolwich Royal 
Dockyard, which was operational between 
1512 and 1869, but has been used for housing 
for many years.

There is a link with Woolwich Dockyard 
station via Francis Road (opposite Leda Road) 
and Belson Road, on the far side of the railway 
bridge. There are also bus services on Woolwich 

Inside the Woolwich
Foot Tunnel

Woolwich Foot Tunnel 
southern portal 2.2
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Road westbound towards North 
Greenwich, Lewisham and 
Peckham, and back towards (and 
beyond) Woolwich eastbound.

Turn right into Leda 
Road through the 

dockyard gateway, then right and 
left to reach the dockyard’s former 
clockhouse, now a community 
centre. Keep the clockhouse on 
the left, and follow the signpost 
towards the Thames Path along 
Defi ance Walk. You will need to 
ascend and turn right to reach the 
access to the Thames Path at the 
two cannon.

Continue westwards until 
you are directly opposite the 
logo-emblazoned silo of the sugar 
factory, then turn left (at a Thames 
path sign) to pass between two 
blocks of fl ats.

Turn right into the fi rst street 
(Harlinger Street) and follow this 
to Ruston Street, where turn left, 
still following the Thames Path 
signage. Take Ruston Road to the 
T-junction and turn right, to follow 
the road, using its right-hand 
pavement, to a roundabout.

Cross Warspite Road which leaves the roundabout to your right, 
then turn left to follow round into Woolwich Road. Follow the 
right-hand pavement as far as Windrush Primary School (formerly, 
as the plaque above the door states, Maryon Park School).

Cross Woolwich Road by the double crossing, and continue along 
the left pavement, passing a Lithuanian church. Just beyond the bus 
stop, turn left into Maryon Park.

Once inside the park, turn right, then left to climb and 
cross the railway. Having crossed the railway, bear left to 

keep some tennis courts on your right, and follow the path almost 
to a park gate on your left.

If you are allergic to long staircases (even those less demanding than 
the spirals inside the foot tunnel), exit the park and turn right. Take 
the path up to the church, then turn right along Woodland Terrace. 
Just beyond the Kinveachy Gardens bus stop on the left-hand 
pavement, you will meet the main route as it exits Maryon Park 
and crosses the road.

Top: Clockhouse

Above: Cannon, with sugar 
factory across the river in 

Silvertown

2.3

2.4
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Bear right at the toilet block just 
inside the park, then pick up a 
fl ight of steps on the left. The 
steps seem to go on for ever, but 
eventually reach a diagonal path 
to reach Woodland Terrace as it 
morphs into Thorntree Road.

Cross the road (the step-free 
alternative rejoins here), and take 
the path into Maryon Wilson 
Park.

This park curves gently right, 
descending to pass between the 

two main enclosures of a small animal park, then rising, falling and 
rising again to come out onto Thorntree Road, where turn left to a 
roundabout.

The slopes from Woolwich Road to here have been the fi rst real 
climbs (railway footbridge excepted) since leaving Upminster.

Continue south on Charlton Lane to the end of the road. Use the 
pedestrian crossing just to your left to cross Charlton Park Road, 
and enter Charlton Park. Turn right at the litt le café, and follow the 
path westwards. About 100m beyond the café, take a path to the left 
and then to the right, now walking towards the north-west corner 
of Charlton House. Pass along the side of the house and turn left 
across the east front. Turn right to reach Hornfair Road, where turn 
right.

Cross at the refuge just before the junction, and continue 
along Charlton Road. You will pass the historic Poplar 

Cott age, and then the entrance to Blackheath sports club. Cross over 
the Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road which thrums with activity 
beneath you.

Advance to the shopping area 
of Vanbrugh Park. Here, bear 

slightly left for Blackheath, keeping 
the Royal Standard on your right, 
and follow the left-hand pavement of 
Stratheden Road to Shooters Hill Road. 
Cross, using the double crossing, and 
continue ahead on Prince of Wales 
Road.

Follow the left-hand pavement all the 
way to Blackheath Pond on your left, 
then past the Princess of Wales pub.

Cross the road by the pedestrian 
crossing, and take the tarmac path 
which gradually distances itself from 

Charlton House.

Blackheath Pond and
All Saints’ church.

2.5
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the road on its left, while heading towards 
the church. The path crosses Prince Charles 
Road and continues to the church. Go to the 
right, then take a left turn as you round the 
building, keeping it on your left. At the next 
bend in the road, cross the Keep Clear corner 
to reach the pavement.

This is the closest point of the route to 
Blackheath station. To reach the station, 
turn left past the church, then cross the 
road. Keep the shops on your right and turn 
right into Montpelier Vale, walking in the 
direction of the traffi  c along the one-way 
street, using the right-hand pavement. Use 
the pedestrian crossing at the junction to 
reach the traffi  c island, then use the crossing 
on the right to leave the island. Turn left to 
follow the right-hand pavement of Tranquil 
Vale: the station is on the right. The distance 
is about 350m. 

The suburb of Blackheath that we see today is mainly Victorian, but 
the area has a long history, recorded as far back as the middle of 
the twelfth century. In the seventeenth century, it was used (as was 
Hounslow Heath on the west side of London) for the mobilisation of 
armies: notably, the Blackheath Army of 1673 was assembled here 
to serve in the war against the Dutch. In earlier times, Blackheath 
had seen the assembly of less structured armies, in the Peasants’ 
Revolt of 1381 and the Kentish rebellion of 1450.

The fi rst established golf club outside Scotland, the Royal 
Blackheath Golf Club, was formed here in 1766. Blackheath Rugby 
Club followed in 1858: as it was for golf, so it was for rugby, it is the 
oldest documented rugby club in England.

The club also hosted the fi rst international rugby match between 
England and Scotland in 1871, and between England and Wales ten 
years later. The changing-rooms for these early internationals were 
facilities borrowed from the Princess of Wales pub.

To continue the route from the north-west corner of All 
Saints church, turn right along the tarmac path, away from 

the church. After 50m, bear left and take the path to a roundabout. 
Cross the road with the roundabout on your right to reach Hare 
and Billet Road.

Take the bend of the road to your right and pass the Hare and Billet 
pub.

Continue on the left-hand pavement of the road and, where a 
tarmac path comes in from the right, turn left into Mount’s Pond 
Road. Follow this road all the way to St Austell Road, and continue 
ahead on Eliot Hill, still on the left-hand pavement.

The Princess of Wales pub, 
Blackheath

2.7
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Bear left as the road joins Lewisham Hill, and descend, 
crossing to Lewisham Hill’s right-hand pavement 
at a suitable place. At the roundabout, go to the right 
past the obelisk (who knows what it is intended to 
commemorate?), and cross Lewisham Road at the 
refuge.

Turn left and follow the right-hand pavement to the 
railway bridge.

Immediately after passing beneath the railway, turn 
right, and ascend Station Road by its right-hand 
pavement to reach a pedestrian crossing at its summit.

On your right is Lewisham railway station, with trains 
to London and throughout the south-east. Across the 
pedestrian crossing is Lewisham DLR station, with 
services to Greenwich, Canary Wharf, and the City.

Do not cross the pedestrian crossing, but 
continue along the right-hand pavement as it 

curves down to the left. At the bott om of the hill, turn 
right to pass beneath the railway. Immediately beyond 
the bridge, cross the road (Loampit Vale) using the 

light-controlled pedestrian crossing: pass between the railway and 
the multi-coloured Glass Mill leisure centre. Keep the leisure centre 
on your right, taking its corner to reach, with grass on your left, 
Elmira Street, where turn left to pass the frontage of Prendergast 
Vale school.

Elmira (in upstate New York) was the home of Mark Twain’s wife, 
and he spent many summers in that city, fi nally being buried in 
Woodlawn Cemetery. In the 1890s, he spent a decade in Europe, 
with his base in Chelsea. It is not recorded whether he visited 
Lewisham: the street-name almost certainly has a completely 
diff erent etymology.

Continue along Elmira Street to pass beneath another railway: you 
are now at the foot of Ellerdale Street. Take the left-hand pavement 
and climb to the top of the hill, where bear left, now on Vicar’s Hill. 
Keep climbing, crossing to the right-hand pavement round a right 
hand bend and then a left-hand bend. Just beyond the last house, 
you will gain entrance to a park on the right. Your experience over 

the preceding few minutes 
should bring no surprise when 
you learn that the park is called 
Hilly Fields.

Immediately you enter the 
park, the path divides. Take the 
left-hand path, but cast your 
eyes to the right for views down 
to and across the Thames. Pass 
the park’s café on your right, 

Anonymous obelisk, 
Lewisham Hill

Stone circle, Hilly Fields 
(and Crystal Palace 
transmitt er)

2.8
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and a modern stone circle on your 
left.

The circle was laid out on the 
spring equinox in 2000 to celebrate 
the millennium. The stones were 
brought from Scotland.

Pass to the right of the 
tennis courts, then turn 

left to keep them on your left as 
you approach a school building. 
Bear right to keep a children’s play 
area on your right, then descend gradually towards the far corner 
of the park. Just before you reach the corner, bear left to cross the 
road (Adelaide Avenue) at a refuge and vehicle width restriction. 
Turn left to follow the left-hand pavement out to Brockley Road.

Turn left along Brockley Road to reach the entrance to Brockley 
and Ladywell Cemetery. Do not be tempted to follow the path just 
inside the cemetery, parallel to Brockley Road — there is no exit at 
the far end. Instead, continue along the road on the outside of the 
cemetery fence, and ahead to reach Crofton Park station.

Crofton Park has services to London Bridge: half-hourly direct (the 
best option after a day’s walk), with intermediate services changing 
at Peckham Rye or Catford. Note that services via Catford leave 
from Platform 2.

There are plenty of shops, and also opportunities for refreshment 
(even, we must note, a ballroom, should the Terpsichorean 
muse beckon) in the vicinity of the station.

Buses run from the opposite side of the road from the 
station to Brockley, for Overground services.

From the station entrance, continue along 
Brockley Road (turning left if you are 

coming out of the station). Cross Marnock Road, then 
use the pedestrian crossing to continue on the right-hand 
pavement.

Cross two streets coming in from the right, then turn 
right into the third (Eddystone Road). At the end of the 
road, continue ahead {cyclists and pedestrians only) 
to cross the railway.  Turn left through the gates of 
Honor Oak crematorium, and follow the roadway to the 
crematorium building. Continue ahead into Camberwell 
New Cemetery.

If the main gate is closed, or if there are many mourners 
around the crematorium, cross the portal and turn left 
along a path. With a right and then a left turn, it will bring 
you to the point of transition between the crematorium 
and the cemetery.

Municipal heraldry, 
Camberwell New Cemetery

Brockley and Ladywell 
Cemetery

2.9
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Make your way ahead to the cemetery chapel, then turn 
right to exit the cemetery by its main gate.

Turn left onto Brenchley Gardens, with the cemetery on 
your left. About 230m along the road, a well-made path 
leads upwards to the left through woodland.

This is One Tree Hill. Just keep climbing until you reach 
the Oak of Honor near the summit of the hill.

The Oak of Honor we see today was planted in 1905, 
when the hill became a public open space: it replaced 
a tree under which Queen Elizabeth I is said to have 
enjoyed a picnic. There are also less substantiated 
rumours that the highwayman Dick Turpin used the hill 
as a lookout, and also that it is the site of Boudicca’s fi nal 
defeat by the Romans in AD61.

Continue past the Oak of Honor to the summit of the 
hill. At the crossing of the paths, you will see a concrete 
emplacement (used for anti-aircraft weapons during the 

Second World War): there are good view over London from here.

Continue ahead to descend to Honor Oak Park (the 
road). Turn right and follow the right-hand pavement 

past Oakhill Court. At an imposing school building, cross to the 
left-hand pavement (there are speed-bumps in the road here). 
Follow the road round to the left: you are now ascending Honor Oak 
Road. Cross to the right-hand pavement at a pedestrian crossing 
outside a school, and continue to climb. There are extensive views 
to the south-east.

At the top, turn right into Horniman Drive. Keep to its left-hand 
pavement as you climb to the summit, passing a communications 
mast on your left. Cross over the summit of Westwood Park (a 
street) and continue along the stub end of Horniman Park to enter 
Horniman Gardens. Continue ahead until the path bends to the 
right, descending to a crossing of paths.

At the path junction, there is a toilet block; 
over to the right, there is a park café.

Turn left to pass the toilet block on your left 
(that is, with the café behind you) and follow 
the path down to London Road (actually, 
part of the South Circular Road).

The Horniman Museum, the collection 
of the tea trader of that name, is on the 
left: its collections cover natural history, 
anthropology and musical instruments. On 
Sundays, there is a farmers’ market in the 
gardens adjacent to the museum.

Cross London Road by the light-controlled 
pedestrian crossing, and turn left for a few 

Oak of Honor, One Tree Hill

Horniman Museum

2.11
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paces to the road junction. You are standing 
at the only true col in Greater London. The 
ground falls away down London Road in 
both directions, and rises on Sydenham Rise 
and through Horniman Gardens.

Turn off  London Road to 
Sydenham Rise, then turn right 

into Horniman Triangle Park. Pass the café 
block on your right, and follow the path to 
the children’s play area. Veer left in front 
of the play equipment to exit the park onto 
Sydenham Hill.

Turn left, then take the next road on the right, 
Lapse Wood Walk. As the road turns to the left, with a one-storey 
building on your right and brick fl ats on your left, take a path which 
climbs along the right-hand side of a triangle of grass.

You are approximately at the site of Lordship Lane station on the 
line between Nunhead and Crystal Palace. This station was made 
famous by its appearance in one of Camille Pissarro’s fi nest small 
paintings of this part of London. Pissarro (1830-1903) was born in 
what was then the Danish West Indies (now the US Virgin Islands), 
and was one of the foremost Impressionist painters. His Danish 
nationality forced him to resett le from France at the outbreak of 
the Franco-Prussian War, and he sett led in Norwood. He painted 
scenes of other parts of the metropolis in later years, but his London 
paintings, and his London reputation, are centred around the areas 
of Sydenham, Norwood and Dulwich.

The path leads out of the housing estate into woodland. At a path 
junction, turn right to descend to, and cross, a bridge across an old 
railway cutt ing.

This was a line which ran between Nunhead and Crystal Palace 
High Level, near the present bus station on Crystal Palace Parade.

The crowning glory of the line was a subway beneath Crystal Palace 
Parade to link the station with the Palace. It contains beautiful 
terracott a arches, and is open to the public only occasionally, 
through the offi  ces of the Friends 
of Crystal Palace Subway (details 
at http://www.cpsubway.org.uk/).

Turn right to descend Cox’s Walk 
(a pathway) to att ain the junction 
of Dulwich Common (part of 
the South Circular Road) and 
Lordship Lane.

Just down Lordship Lane, there is 
a bus stop which has services to 
Peckham and central London (the 

The American Garden
(to the right of the path),

Dulwich Park

2.12

Web sculpture in
Horniman Triangle Park
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latt er via East Dulwich and Denmark Hill stations). Lordship Lane 
also provides shops of many descriptions, pubs, and other places of 
refreshment.

Turn left along Dulwich Common (road), past a 
cricket club. Where the houses on the right-hand side 

end, cross the road at a refuge. Do not take the path ahead, but turn 
left to continue to the gateway into Dulwich Park

Turn right into the park, pass the lodge, and begin to bear left. Take 
a small path to the right, then turn to the left. The path then curves 
to the right, with the American Garden on the right. Just after a path 
comes in from the right, take the path on the left which passes a 
playground on the left, then a bowling green on the right. Continue 
ahead, past a café on the left, to come out at a lake.

Keep the lake on your left, passing two shelters in the middle of 
the path. Keep ahead, passing a car park on the right, to leave the 
park by the gateway opposite Dulwich College. Cross the road and 
turn right, then at the end of the building, turn left. Cross the next 
road at the pedestrian crossing, then turn right down its left-hand 
pavement to the junction.

Dulwich village, with its shops, pubs and restaurants, lies ahead, 
and beyond the shops lies North Dulwich station.

Turn left into Burbage Road, then at the next junction, 
take another left turn into Turney Road. Cross to the 

right-hand pavement at a convenient location, and follow the road 
under the railway bridge to Croxted Road.

Turn right and follow this road under another railway bridge, then 
turn left into Hawarden Grove. Turn right and follow Rosendale 

road under yet another railway bridge to 
Norwood Road.

Cross Norwood Road using the pedestrian 
crossing and enter the park opposite, bearing 
right as you enter the park. Follow the path 
which parallels the road on your right to reach 
the Herne Hill gates of Brockwell Park.

Across the road, you will see some shops, and 
the entrance to Herne Hill station. There are 
cafés and pubs there too.

Turn left to keep within the park: 
do not climb the hill, but keep 

near the bushes on the right. There is the track 
of a miniature railway on your right. This path 
leads to Brockwell Lido (with a café att ached).

At the lido, zigzag left then right to continue 
alongside the 1930s building, and on to reach, 
by a path to the right, the park gate on Brixton 
Water Lane.

Brockwell Park

2.13
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Brixton library

Turn left on Brixton Water Lane, then turn 
right onto Eff ra Road. Continue on its 
right-hand pavement to Windrush Square. 
Pass in front of the library, then cross 
Coldharbour Lane. Cross Electric Avenue to 
reach Brixton Station.

Brixton station is at the end of the Victoria 
Line: there are many bus services in the 
area, and of course the streets are fi lled with 
shops, restaurants and all other facilities.


